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Important Safety Instructions: 
1) Read these instruction  

2) Keep these instructions  

3) Heed all warnings  

4) Follow all instructions  

5) Do not use this apparatus near water  

6) Clean only with dry cloth  

7) Do not block and ventilation openings. Install in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions.  

8) Do not install near any heat sources such as radiators, heat registers, stoves, or other apparatus (including 
amplifiers) that produce heat.  

9) Do not defeat the safety purpose of the polarized or grounding-type plug. A polarized plug has two blades 
with one wider than the other. A grounding type plug has two blades and a third grounding prong. The wide 
blade or the third prong is provided for your safety. If the provided plug does not fit into your outlet, consult 
an electrician for replacement of the obsolete outlet.  

10) Protect the power cord from being walked on or pinched particularly at plugs, convenience receptacles, 
and the point where they exit from the apparatus.  

11) Only use attachments/accessories specified by the manufacturer.  

12) Use only with the cart, stand, tripod, bracket, or table specified by the manufacturer, or sold with the 
apparatus. When a cart is used, use caution when moving the cart/apparatus combination to avoid injury 
from tip-over.  

13) Unplug this apparatus during lightening storms or when unused for long periods of time.  

14) Refer all servicing to qualified service personnel. Servicing is required when the apparatus has been 
damaged in any way, such as power-supply cord or plug is damaged, liquid has been spilled or objects 
have fallen into the apparatus, the apparatus has been exposed to rain or moisture, does not operate 
normally, or has been dropped.  

WARNING – To reduce the risk of electric shock, do not expose this apparatus to rain or moisture. WARNING – 
Batteries shall not be exposed to excessive heat such as sunshine, fire, or the like.  

 



1. Welcome to the World of Whole-Home Entertainment Choices  

The BOCS system will allow you and your family to Extend the entertainment options from your main system to all 
the TVs in your home. This sounds like a simple proposition, but until now you could only do this by adding 
redundant equipment or have a very expensive and complicated audio/video distribution system installed in your 
home.   

Now You Can…  
• Reduce the number of boxes in your home – instead of a full stack under each TV, one stack supplies the 

entire home  

• Watch any TiVo DVR from any TV  

• Pause a program in one room, continue watching in another  

• Play a DVD on all the TVs in the house simultaneously  

• Hook up an iPod for whole-home music  

• See what your kids are watching in the basement  

• Continue to view your movies or programs uninterrupted even if you need to change locations in your home  

• And much, much, more...  

 
Without…  

• Purchasing additional Cable/Satellite Boxes  

• Purchasing additional DVRs  

• Purchasing additional DVD Players  

• Purchasing costly and complicated universal remote control systems - all you have to remember is  RED – 
GREEN – BLUE  

A modern TV can process several audio/video signals, such as HDMI, component video, s-video, composite video 
and broadcast TV signal. The broadcast TV (antenna) signals can have over 60 channels and each channel can 
have multiple sub-channels (digital). These signals are distributed inside your house via coaxial cables. 

Media Hub works by inserting 3 channels (Red, Green and Blue) into the normal antenna signal allowing you to 
watch output from three different audio/video devices via coaxial cable. 

This manual focuses on how to insert Media Hub outputs to antenna signal. It is possible to insert channels to cable 
signal. However since cable signal uses the entire spectrum and there is no available channels for Media Hub. The 
only solution is to filter out some cable channels and use these channels for Media Hub; if so, these cable channels 
would be lost. 

What You Need  
Tools  

• Small pair of pliers  
• Flat-blade screwdriver  

 
What's in the Box?  
BOCS Media Hub   

• BOCS Unit  

• 2-way splitter 

• Power Supply for BOCS  



• Universal BOCS Remote Control  

• SuperCombiner 

BOCS Installation Kit (optional) 
• Coax Power Adaptor   

• Cable Finder Color  

• Coded Combination Audio/Video Cables (3)  

• IR Blaster Cables (3)  

Basic Terms used in this manual  

A/V Device 
Anything like a DVD player, VCR, TiVo DVR, Cable box or other device that you plug into BOCS to watch 
throughout your home  

BOCS Media Hub  
The main BOCS device – looks like a small A/V device with Red, Green, and Blue lights on the front  

Wireless Remote  
The wireless remote control that came with your BOCS system  

Wiring Pack  
An accessory (purchased separately) that includes all the cables used in a typical installation plus a cable finder 
tool  

SuperCombiner   
The cable splitter/insertion device that came with your BOCS system 

The SuperCombiner is helpful for filtering cable TV channels and is not required when watching over-the-air TV.  

Remote Control Lights  
Programming Mode 
The power light comes on and stays on.  Generally you have 10 seconds to enter a command or the remote will 
exit Programming Mode.  
 
Programming Success 
The remote flashes the power button light two times  
 
Programming Error 
The remote fast flashes the power button light for one second  
 
Remote Out-Of-Range 
Three fast flashes of the BOCS Channel lights (Red/Green/Blue) – this occurs if the remote is too far from the 
BOCS – either move closer to the BOCS or purchase a BOCS Repeater to Xtend the range of the wireless remotes.  

 

  



What’s on the Remote?  
 
 

 
 
 

1. BOCS 
Channel 
Lights 

Blink when you send a command to one of the devices connected to the BOCS Media 
Hub. For instance if you press the Red BOCS channel button, then push play the red light 
flashes letting you know that the play command went to the Red channel. Three fast 
flashes of all the BOCS Channel lights (Red/Green/Blue) means the remote is out of 
range. 
 

2. BOCS 
Channel 
Buttons 

The three new channels in your home – press RED to watch and control whatever is 
plugged into the Red input on the BOCS Media Hub (same for GREEN & BLUE) 
 
 

3. Menu The DVD, DVR, or TiVo menu command, depending on what you are controlling 
 

4. Info/ “A” Push shift then info for “A” (a button common for cable boxes) 
 

13. Stop/Slow For most DVD players this is “Stop”, but many DVRs (Like TiVo DVRs) do not commonly 
have a Stop button so in those cases, this becomes the “Slow Play” button 

14. Replay Typically makes a DVR go back about 15 seconds and play a clip again. For DVD it skips 
backward and if you push Shift first it is the “PIP” or Picture-in-Picture button  
 

15. +100 Pushing shift then 1 gives the +100 command, sometimes used to get to channels that are 
>100  
 

18. Power In general, this button turns your TV on and off.  If this is pressed within 10 seconds of 
pressing a BOCS channel button, it powers on/off the device plugged into that BOCS 
channel (if the DVD player on the Red channel is off – just press Red and Power within 10 
seconds). Press Shift-Power to power-down the BOCS system (so any Cable or Antenna 
channels that you cannot watch when BOCS is on are now visible). A double flash 
indicates programming success, a fast flash indicates programming error, and an 



alternating Power and BOCS Channel lights (Red/Green/Blue) indicates remote is out of 
range of BOCS.  
 

19. Local TV After watching a BOCS channel, pressing this button returns you to watching normal 
Cable/Antenna through your local TV. So you know you are back to local control, the 
remote automatically tunes to the “Favorite TV channel” (see programming your remote).  
 

34. AUX Any set of codes can be programmed into this mode button but it is most commonly used 
for an audio receiver. Note that if you use a separate receiver to listen to your TV you can 
make the VOL+/- button always send volume commands to the AUX device instead of 
directly to the TV by following the “Punch Through” procedure in “Setting Up the Remote” 

  
  
 
What’s on the Front Panel of the Media Hub?  

 
     1         2          3 

1. Learning Window - The BOCS Media Hub has the ability to learn new codes to work the devices attached 
(if the standard codes don’t work properly). There is a simple procedure to follow in the “Programming the 
Remote” section. This window is where you point your remote control during that process to allow BOCS to 
learn to control things that are plugged into it.  

2. BOCS Activity Lights - These lights flash when anyone in the home is controlling an BOCS channel with a 
wireless remote control. The Red light flashes when using the Red channel, Green for green channel, and 
Blue for blue channel. All of the lights glow when the BOCS Media Hub is powered on. All of the lights flash 
together when you are pairing a remote to BOCS.  

3. Remote “Pair” Button - Each BOCS remote control must be paired to a BOCS Media Hub – this prevents 
your remotes from controlling your neighbor’s BOCS as well as the other way around. If you buy an extra 
remote or one of your remotes needs to be re-paired, just press this button then hold down the “Menu” and 
“Channel +” buttons on the remote you would like to pair.  



What’s on the Back Panel? 

 

 

Power: The AC adapter plugs in here – only use the adapter that came with your BOCS!  

Reset Button: Pushing this button resets BOCS to its factory default settings  

Red Channel Input: Composite Video (Yellow) and Stereo Audio (Red/White) input to BOCS – whatever you plug 
in here will appear on the Red channel throughout the house  

Red Channel IR Output: A cable with a stick-on infrared emitter on the end is plugged in here and the IR emitter is 
stuck onto the front of your a/V device so BOCS can send it commands from your wireless remotes – Cables 
available in the optional wiring pack.  

Red Channel Video Output: This is used to pass a composite video/stereo audio signal from your A/V device to a 
local TV  

Green Channel Input: Whatever you plug in here will appear on the Green channel throughout the house.  

Blue Channel Input: Whatever you plug in here will appear on the Blue channel throughout the house. 

Green Channel IR Output: A cable with a stick-on infrared emitter on the end is plugged in here and the IR emitter 
is stuck onto the front of your A/V device so BOCS can send it commands from your wireless remotes – cables are 
available in the optional wiring pack.  

Blue Channel IR Output: A cable with a stick-on infrared emitter on the end is plugged in here and the IR emitter 
is stuck onto the front of your A/V device so BOCS can send it commands from your wireless remotes – cables are 
available in the optional wiring pack.  

Local TV Out: Coax cable output used for watching Cable/Antenna programs or BOCS channels on a TV located 
near the BOCS Media Hub. Note that if this output is used then one BOCS remote must be dedicated to this TV – 
see programming the remote.  

Antenna Out/STB output: Coax cable output used for connecting DVR, TiVo, Cable Box or anything else that 
needs Cable/Antenna input. Note that BOCS channels are not available on this output.  

Antenna IN: Coax cable input – this must be connected directly to the Coax wall outlet or run directly to the splitter 
or SuperCombiner.  

Antenna: Swivel antenna allows BOCS to communicate with remote.  

 



2. Installation Overview  

Easy as 1-2-3  

Step 1 – Find a location for the Media Hub 

Decide where to put your Media Hub. The optimal location depends on how you want to use the Media Hub and the 
wiring configuration in your house.  

Step 2 – Install the BOCS Media Hub  

Media Hub is connected to the three devices you want to control (just like hooking up a new DVD player). Media 
Hub is connected (using stick-on IR emitter cables) to each of those same three devices so Media Hub can control 
them. Media Hub is connected to power and the Coax wall jack.  

Step 3 – Program the Remote Controls  

By punching in a few codes, the remote controls are programmed so they know how to control both local TVs as 
well as the devices plugged into Media Hub.  

Step 4 – Allocate unused Over-the-air (OTA) TV Channels to Media Hub 

Set Media Hub to OTA mode (default is CATV mode). 

Identify the unused channels in your local area. For each Media Hub channel, allocate two consecutive TV 
channels. For example, assign channel 40-41 to Red channel, channel 42-44 to Green channel and channel 53-54 
to Blue channel. 

If a Media Hub channel is noisy, it is caused by the noise generated somewhere. Find another channel pair. 

Setup should take no more than 20 minutes for a typical home  



3. Find a location for Media Hub 

 

Minimum Location Requirements 
  

• Coaxial cable outlet nearby  
• AC power nearby  

 
Likely Locations – Choose One:  
 

• If you already have a stack of A/V equipment in one place (TiVo DVR, cable box, satellite box, DVR, DVD 
jukebox etc.), you can put Media Hub on top of that stack of equipment.  

• Or – you can move all that equipment to an out-of-the-way location (e.g. basement, closet, or an office) as 
long as you have power and a coax cable jack there.   



4. Installing the Media Hub 

Connect Media Hub to Power  
Connect a coax cable from the nearby coaxial wire wall jack (usually located on a plastic plate mounted on a wall) to 
the “ANT IN” jack on the Media Hub. This cable should be connected to the antenna and TVs in other rooms. 

Make sure that you rotate the antenna so that it points straight up – this will give you the best range with your 
wireless remotes.  

Red, Green & Blue Channel Set-up – Connect the Audio/Video devices to the Media Hub  

Important: Place the Media Hub on the top of your equipment stack, because any equipment placed on top of the 
device can impede performance.  

Chose the devices   

Typical choices are: Ruko, DVR, DVD jukebox, Cable Set-Top-Box, Windows Media Center, VCR, VOD box, or 
anything else with composite audio/video output.  

Red Channel Set Up  
(Example) DVD player  

Connect the Device to the BOCS Media Hub  
Connect the Audio/Video output of the device to the inputs on the Red channel of the Media Hub. (white and red are 
audio Left and Right, yellow is composite video) The red channel can pass its signal through to a TV directly using 
the Red Channel Out connectors.  

 

Connect the “IR Blaster”  



This cable lets the Media Hub control the A/V device – IR Cables come in the optional wiring pack.  

Locate an IR cable in your BOCS Installation Kit (sold separately). Plug the connector of the IR 
cable into the “IR Out” on the BOCS Red Channel.   

Locate the IR window on the device that you have plugged into the Red Channel. Peel the back off of the tape on the 
other end and stick it over the IR window of the audio/video device you previously plugged into the Red channel 
input.  

 

Important Make sure that if you plug a device into a BOCS channel that the IR emitter for that device is plugged into 
the SAME COLOR as the A/V cables to that device.  

Help: If you are unsure of where the IR receiver is on your Audio/Video device, it usually is a small red-tinted plastic 
“window” on the front panel. You can also hold the remote (that originally came with that device) very close to the 
Audio/Video device press one or more buttons on the remote while moving it slowly over different areas of the 
Audio/Video device front panel and determine the location (of the remote) where the device responds to the button 
presses.  

Green and Blue Channel Set Up  
Connecting audio/video devices to the green and blue channels is similar to the red channel, except that these 
channels do not have pass-through outputs. 

Connecting Media Hub’s Power Supply  
Locate the power supply that came with your Media Hub system. Plug the power supply into “Power” on the 
back panel of the Media Hub. Plug the power supply into a wall outlet or plug strip.  

Checking Power Supply 
Check that the BOCS power lights are on  

Optional – Connect to Local TV 
Media Hub’s job is to connect the rest of the TVs in your home to your stack of A/V equipment, and as previously 
described, you might very well have moved your equipment to some out-of-the-way location. If, however, your Media 
Hub is now sitting next to a TV, that TV needs to get connected.  



You can connect your TV to the Media Hub using the Local-TV coax output – now this TV will function just like all the 
rest of the TVs in your home and have full access to all the BOCS channels. The “Local TV” output on the Media Hub 
will pass cable TV, satellite, and Over the Air (whatever you have hooked up to your in-home COAX system) to the 
local TV as well as provide the three (Red, Green, Blue) BOCS channels to the local TV.  

NOTE: If you use the LOCAL-TV output on the Media Hub you must set the remote for that room as the 
“Local Master” – see below  

If you would like to have even better video on the local TV, there is a pass through port on the Red channel – if you 
connect a composite A/V cable from this output to your TV’s Video-1 input you will be able to switch inputs on your 
TV (to Video-1) to get the best possible video from whatever is plugged into the BOCS Red channel.   

 

 

Remote Control Setup for Local TV - Set Local Master Remote  
If you are using the coax connection to the local TV, then the remote you intend to leave in that room to work that TV 
needs to be uniquely identified to the BOCS.  Make sure the remote is paired to the BOCS Media Hub (see 
instructions in the “Remote” section), Hold down Menu and VOL+ until the power light comes on and stays on – 
press select/OK to confirm.  



5. Programming the Remotes 

 
Three Steps to Programming the Remotes  
1 Pair remotes with your BOCS Media Hub.   
2 Pick a room, program a remote to work the TV in that room.   
3 Program red, green and blue channels  
 
Repeat the above steps for the rest of the remotes in each room. 
 
Step 1 – Pair Remotes  
Why am I doing this? Just like you only want your cordless phone talking to your own base station/phone 
line, you only want your remotes controlling your BOCS and not your neighbor’s. This step “pairs” your 
remotes to your Media Hub.  

• Press the BOCS Logo button on the front of the Media Hub. The 
Red/Green/Blue lights on the front will begin blinking  

• Simultaneously press the “Menu” and “Ch+” buttons and hold for 2 
seconds. The red power light on the remote will flash twice  

• Check to make sure the pairing worked by pressing the Red BOCS channel button – if the red light on the 
front of the Media Hub flashes, pairing was successful. If it does not (the remote will also give you an error 
code of either a fast flash power light indicating the remote is not 
paired to anything or an out of range indication – alternating 
power/BOCS channel lights on the remote) – If you get an error try binding again.  

• Repeat for each remote  

Note In step 1, if the LEDs on the Media Hub stop blinking immediately upon release of the pair button, the maximum 
number of remotes have already been bound to this BOCS system(12 are allowed). To un-pair all remotes and start 
over, press and hold the BOCS Logo button for 10 seconds.   

Check You can check to see if a remote is bound to your Media Hub – just go stand in front of the Media Hub  and 
press the “BOCS-Red” channel button on the remote. If the red light on the remote blinks once and the red light on 
BOCS blink once, it is paired. If it is not paired, the BOCS light will not blink and there will be three fast flashes of the 
red/green/blue lights on the remote (because it thinks it is simply out of range from the BOCS it is paired with).  

Step 2 – Pick a room, program a remote to work the TV in that room  
• Start with either the TV in the same room as BOCS or the closest TV to BOCS  

• Find your TV brand in the code list for your TV type (Appendix A)  

• Press and hold the TV and INFO buttons until the remote power light turns on  

• Enter the device code while pointing the remote at the TV – the power light should blink twice indicating a 
successful code was selected and a power command was sent to the TV. If you get a fast flash, there was an 
error – we suggest you exit program mode (press remote power button) and start over.  

• If the TV turns off or on press Select/OK to confirm you found the right code – the power light should blink 
twice to indicate that the code was saved successfully.  

• If the TV does not turn off or on enter the next five digit code – keep trying codes until you find the one that 
works best with your TV  

 

 



Important you will repeat these steps for each room/TV where you want a BOCS remote control, but for now go 
to step 3.  

Important We highly recommend that you try out all the buttons you think you will use and make sure that the code 
you chose works for all those buttons. Keep in mind that many TVs have “similar” IR codes, and sometimes you 
can choose a code that works the power button but some of the other buttons do not work correctly. In that case, 
just pick up where you left off and try other codes in that group.  

Alternate Programming Procedure – Scanning 
 
If you try all the codes for your brand of TV (make sure if you have a combo TV/DVD or TV/VCR you find 
that group in the code list as well) and you have not found one that works, you can have the remote 
automatically scan through all the codes that is knows to see if one of them will work.  

1. Turn on the TV you would like to pair with the remote. Press and hold “Local TV” and “Guide” for at least two 
seconds – until the power light on the remote stays on (this tells the remote you want to program a code for the 
“Local TV”  button)  

2. Press the TV button – power light should stay lit  

3. Point the remote at the TV  

4. Press and hold the Up Arrow button:  the remote will scan through all the codes transmitting a “power off” for 
each one.   The indicator light will flash during the scan. The full scan may take up to several minutes.  

5. As soon as the TV you are trying to program turns on or off, release the UP Arrow button note you must do this 
quickly. Pressing the up and down arrows momentarily steps through the code list – so you may want to press 
the down arrow a few times and to go back through the codes until you find the code that the TV turns on/off 
again.  

6. Press the Select/OK button to accept the new code. The power light should flash twice indicating a successful 
code save.  

Step 3 – Program the Media Hub to Control the A/V Devices   
In this step you will program the BOCS unit with the codes it needs to control the A/V devices (Tivo, DVD, 
etc) plugged into BOCS.  

Important: only program the channels one time, with one remote control. The system will 
automatically program all the rest of the remotes in the home.  

Red Channel  

• Identify the device code from the list (Appendix A)  

• Simultaneously press the BOCS-Red and Info buttons until the power button lights  

• Enter the device code – press “Select/OK” to confirm  

• Remote power light should flash twice indicating success 

Green Channel  

• Identify the device code from the list (Appendix A)  

• Simultaneously press the Green and Info buttons until the power button lights  

• Enter the device code – press “Select/OK” to confirm Remote power light should flash twice indicating 
success  

Blue Channel   

• Identify the device code from the list (Appendix A)  

• Simultaneously press the Blue and Info buttons until the power button lights  



• Enter the device code – press “Select/OK” to confirm  

• Remote power light should flash twice indicating success  

Example: You plugged a TiVo DVR into the BOCS-Red channel:  

• Look up the code for a TiVo  (from the list that is one of the following: 17002   17020  17123  17124 
17129  17623  17624)  

Note: they all might work, so try each one to find the one that works best for your TiVo  

• Hold down “Info” and “BOCS-Red” and the power light will come on  

• Punch in 17002  

• Press “Select/OK” to confirm  

• Press the Red Channel button and try it out – press menu, navigate the Tivo menu – if it does not work well 
try one of the other codes.  

Alternate Programming Procedure – Scanning for a code on the Media Hub  
Important: Many devices that you might plug into BOCS do not respond well to a “power command” – for instance a 
TiVo DVR does not really have an off switch. Before you do a scan for IR codes using this method, you should use 
the remote that came with your A/V device, press power and see what happens so you know what you are looking 
for. 
 

1. Turn on the TV and press the Red, Green, or Blue button corresponding to the device you wish to program.  
2. Press and hold Red (or Green or Blue) and Guide for at least two seconds –until the power light on the 

remote stays on  
3. Press the device type button corresponding to the type of device you are programming:  

a. If programming a DVD player – Press the DVD button – power light should stay lit  
b. If programming a Cable Set Top Box – Press the CBL button – power light should stay lit  
c. If programming a VCR – Press the VCR button – power light should stay lit  

4. Press and hold the Up Arrow button:  the remote will scan through all the codes transmitting a “power off” 
for each one.   The indicator light will flash during the scan. The full scan may take up to several minutes.  

5. As soon as the device you are trying to program turns off, release the UP Arrow button – note that you must 
do this quickly. Pressing the up and down arrows momentarily steps through the code list – so you may want 
to press the down arrow a few times and to go back through the codes until you find the code that the TV 
turns on/off again.  

6. Press the Select/OK button to accept the new code. Power button will double flash to indicate success.   
 
Step 4: Program the rest of your remotes for each room   
This is exactly like step 2 – just grab a new remote, make sure it is Paired to your BOCS, and program it for the TV in 
the room where you intend to leave that remote.  

Step 5: Set the Master Remote  
Note: You only need to perform this step if you have connected a TV to the “Local TV” coax connector on the 

BOCS  

Important Only one remote per home should be set as local master.   

The "Local Master" remote is defined as the remote that controls the TV that is connected to the "local TV" coax 
output from the BOCS. This remote must identify itself to the BOCS so that the BOCS can switch the correct output 
signal onto the "local TV" output, depending on whether the TV is tuned to a TV channel or a BOCS channel. When 
you press the red, green, or blue button on the "Local Master" remote, the BOCS switches BOCS channels onto the 
"local TV" coax output. When you press the "Local TV" button, the BOCS changes the switch to output CATV signals 
to the "local TV" coax output.   



To set or remove the remote as a "Local Master"  
1. Press and hold one of the following combinations for at least 2 seconds:   

a. "Menu" and "Vol +" to set the remote as local master.   

b. "Menu" and "Vol -" to remove the remote as local master.   

2. The Power LED will turn on.   

3. Press Select/OK to confirm.   

4. If successful, the power LED will pulse twice and turn off. If the function failed, the power LED will pulse 
rapidly for one second, and then turn off.   

 
That’s it! You are ready to begin using your Media Hub system. Enjoy More Programming 
Options  

More Programming Options 
Control Other Devices in the Same Room as the Remote  

The BOCS remote is a full universal remote and can control other devices that are in the same room as the remote – 
the three buttons on the bottom of the remote (Aux, CBL, and DVD) can each hold the codes for a device of your 
choice  

• Decide on which device you would like to control with which button – for example we will program a JBL DVD 
player to be controlled by the DVD button  

• Find the JBL DVD codes in the code list (Appendix A) and write down those codes – in this case 25278  

• Hold down “Info” and “DVD” for about two seconds until the power light comes on and stays on  

• Punch in the code “25278”  

• Press select/OK to confirm  

• If there are multiple codes, try them one at a time until you find the one that works for your device.  

• Repeat for each of the other local control buttons  

Punch-Through  

Why might I want to do this? If you use something other than the built in speakers in your TV to listen a show, you 
have an external receiver or video switch to control what you are watching on your TV, or you change channels on 
something other than your TV – like a Cable or Satellite Box.  

Volume Punch-Through 

By default, volume buttons always control the local TV, regardless of mode. To redirect volume buttons ("Vol +", "Vol 
-", and "Mute") to the AUX device (an audio receiver, external amp or anything else), or return these controls to the 
local TV, use this procedure:   

1. Make sure you have programmed the remote to control your external audio device by using the AUX button 
– see “Control other devices in the same room as the remote:” above  

2. Press and hold one of the following combinations for at least 2 seconds:   

a. "AUX" and "VOL +" - to direct volume & mute buttons to the AUX device, or   

b. "TV" and "VOL +" - to direct volume & mute buttons to the local TV.   

3. The power LED will turn on.   



4. Press Select/OK to confirm.   

5. If successful, the power LED will pulse twice and turn off. If the function failed, the power LED will pulse 
rapidly for one second, and then turn off.   

Input Punch-Through: 

By default, the remote sends the TV-Input button to the currently selected local or BOCS device. To redirect the 
TV-Input button to the AUX device (when the remote is in any local mode), or return it to its default behavior, use this 
procedure:   

1. Press and hold one of the following combinations for at least 2 seconds:   

a. "AUX" and "Live TV" - to direct the TV-Input button to the AUX device, or   

b. "TV" and "Live TV" - to restore the TV-Input button to its default behavior.   

2. The power LED will turn on.   

3. Press Select/OK to confirm.   

4. If successful, the power LED will pulse twice and turn off. If the function failed, the power LED will pulse 
rapidly for one second, and then turn off.  

 Channel Punch-Through: 

By default, the remote sends channel tuning buttons to the Local TV device when in local TV Mode. To redirect 
channel tuning buttons (digits "0" - "9", "CH +", "CH ", "#/Enter", and "*/Delete" to the CBL device when in local TV 
mode, or to return these controls to the local TV, use this procedure:  

1. Press and hold one of the following combinations for at least 2 seconds:   

a. "CBL" and "CH +" - to direct channel tuning buttons to the CBL device, or   

b. "TV" and "CH +" - to restore channel tuning buttons to the TV.   

2. The power LED will turn on.   

3. Press Select/OK to confirm.   

4. If successful, the power LED will pulse twice and turn off. If the function failed, the power LED will pulse 
rapidly for one second, and then turn off.   

Learn IR Code(s) 

Learning allows the BOCS remote or the BOCS Media Hub to output IR codes that are identical to those output by 
another remote. Note that all Media Hubs can learn IR codes to control devices plugged directly into them.  

Important to learn IR codes for a TV or other “local device” you must purchase an upgrade 

• Learning associates a learned IR code with a specific button on the BOCS remote for a specific device. For 
example, if you learn the "Menu" button for the CBL device, the remote will output that code when you press 
"Menu" and the remote is in CBL mode.  

for your remote to make 
it a Learning remote.  

• Learning a button for a device overrides the IR code that the remote would output for that device based on 
the device type set by the "Scan Local Device Type or BOCS Device Type" or "Set Local Device Type or 
BOCS Device Type" procedures. This makes it possible to first set a device type that is "close", and then 
learn only the buttons that do not work as desired. Note the "Scan Local Device Type or BOCS Device Type" 
and "Set Local Device Type or BOCS Device Type" procedures erase any learned IR codes for the device 
whose type is set.  

  



Have the BOCS Remote Learn IR Codes from an OEM Remote  

You “Learn a code” directly into the remote control only for devices in the same room as the remote (TV, local DVD 
etc). To “Learn a code” for a device plugged into the BOCS unit see the section below titled “Have the BOCS Learn 
IR Codes”  

Note that a learning remote must be purchased for this to work. 

 OEM = Original Equipment Manufacturer – i.e. the remote that came with your TV or DVD player.  

1. Place the two remotes pointing at each other, about 2" apart and directly "nose-to-nose" in line with each 
other. Note that remotes must remain very still during this process.   

2. Press and hold simultaneously for at least 2 seconds one of these combinations on the BOCS remote, to 
select which local device button the learned codes will be associated with:   

a. "Local TV" and "Enter/#" for the local TV button,   

b. "CBL" and "Enter/#" for the local CBL button,   

c. "DVD" and "Enter/#" for the local DVD button, or   

d. "AUX" and "Enter/#" for the local AUX button.   

3. The power LED will turn on and remain on (Times out after 10 seconds)  

4. Press the button that the learned code will be assigned to on the BOCS remote (the receiving button).   

5. Within 5 seconds, press the button to teach on the OEM remote. NOTE that you should press firmly but 
quickly on the OEM remote.  

6. The power LED flashes twice if the key was successfully learned, or flashes rapidly after waiting 5 seconds 
if learning failed. If neither of these signals occurs, repeat from step 4.   

7. To learn another button (or to learn the same button again if the previous try failed), go back to step 4.  

8. When you are done with all the buttons to be learned for this device, just do nothing. The remote will exit 
learn mode after 10 seconds of inactivity, and the power LED will turn off.   

 

Example – you have a TV that none of the built in codes work for:  

1. Place the OEM remote and the Learning BOCS remote 2” apart nose to nose.  

2. Hold “Local-TV” and “Enter/#” on the BOCS remote until the power light comes on  

3. Press “1” on BOCS remote, then press “1” on OEM remote – watch for a double blink on BOCS remote 
power button (If error fast flash repeat this step)  

4. Press “2” on BOCS remote, then press “2” on OEM remote – watch for a double blink on BOCS remote 
power button (If error fast flash repeat this step)  

5. Continue and learn every button on the OEM remote into the BOCS remote that you will use  

6. Wait 10 seconds for the learning process to time out and the BOCS remote power light to go out.  

Have the BOCS Media Hub Learn IR Codes from another Remote  

To Control Devices Plugged into the Red, Green, or Blue channel – this is done at the BOCS Media Hub   

1. Place the OEM remote so that it points at the IR window on the front of the Media Hub – it must be within 1 
foot of the window and pointed directly at the window level with the window. Note that the remote must 
remain very still and at the same distance from the BOCS IR window – it is easiest if you place the remote on 
something solid so it remains still.  



2. Press and hold simultaneously for at least 2 seconds one of these combinations on the BOCS remote, to 
select which BOCS device the learned codes will be associated with:   

a. "RED" and "Enter/#" for the BOCS RED channel,   

b. "GREEN" and "Enter/#" for the BOCS GREEN channel, or   

c. "BLUE" and "Enter/#" for the BOCS BLUE channel.  

3. The power LED will turn on and remain on (Times out after 10 seconds)  

4. Using any Paired BOCS remote control, press the button that the learned code will be assigned to on the 
BOCS remote (the receiving button).   

5. Within 5 seconds, press the button to teach on the OEM remote (still pointed at BOCS). NOTE that you 
should press firmly but quickly on the OEM remote – a half second firm push is the best.  

6. The power LED flashes twice if the key was successfully learned, or flashes rapidly after waiting 5 seconds 
if learning failed. If neither of these signals occurs, repeat from step 4.   

7. To learn another button (or to learn the same button again if the previous try failed), go back to step 4.  

8. When you are done with all the buttons to be learned for this device, just do nothing. The remote will exit 
learn mode after 10 seconds of inactivity, and the power LED will turn off.   

Example – you have an iPod dock plugged into the RED channel that none of the built in codes 
work for:  

1. Point the OEM remote at the BOCS IR window no more than 1 foot away and on a steady surface.  

2. Hold “BOCS-RED” and “Enter/#” on a paired BOCS remote until the power light comes on  

3. Press “Play” on BOCS remote, then press “Play” on OEM remote – watch for a double blink on BOCS 
remote power button (If error fast flash repeat this step)  

4. Press “Up” on BOCS remote, then press “Up” on OEM remote – watch for a double blink on BOCS remote 
power button (If error fast flash repeat this step)  

5. Continue and learn every button on the OEM remote into the BOCS remote that you will use  

6. Wait 10 seconds for the learning process to time out and the BOCS remote power light to go out.  

Unlearn IR Codes  

You may need to unlearn previously learned IR codes if there is an error during the learning process, or to free up 
"learning memory" on the remote or the BOCS.  

Note: the "Scan Local Device Type or BOCS Device Type" and "Set Local Device Type or BOCS Device Type" 
procedures automatically unlearn all learned IR codes for the device whose type is set.  

For BOCS Remote or BOCS Media Hub to Unlearn IR Codes  

1. Press and hold simultaneously for at least 2 seconds one of these combinations on the BOCS remote, to 
select which device to unlearn:  

a. "Local TV" and "Delete/*" for the local TV,   

b. "CBL" and "Delete/*" for the local CBL device,   

c. "DVD" and "Delete/*" for the local DVD device,   

d. "AUX" and "Delete/*" for the local AUX device,   

e. "RED" and "Delete/*" for the BOCS RED channel,   

f. "GREEN" and "Delete/*" for the BOCS GREEN channel, or   

g. "BLUE" and "Delete/*" for the BOCS BLUE channel.   



2. The power LED will turn on.   

3. Press the button to be unlearned.   

4. The power LED flashes twice if the key was successfully unlearned, or flashes rapidly if unlearning failed.   

5. To unlearn another button, go back to step 3.   

6. When you are done with all the buttons to be unlearned for this device, just do nothing. The remote will exit 
unlearn mode after 10 seconds of inactivity, and the power LED will turn off.   

Channel Tuning Delay 

Important when the Red, Green, or Blue button is pressed, the remote control attempts to tune the TV channel. 
Some TVs require longer delays between channel digits transmitted by the remote. Follow this procedure to set 
longer delays if your TV is having trouble tuning to the correct channel number for Red, Green, or Blue channel.  

1.  Press and hold TV and CH+ for at least two seconds – until the power light on the remote stays on  

2.  Press a number button corresponding to the desired channel tuning delay:  

a. 1 sets delay to 1/10th of a second  

b. 2 sets delay to 1/5th of a second (default factory setting)  

c. 3 sets delay to 1/2th of a second  

d. 4 sets delay to 3/4 of a second  

e. 5 sets delay to 1 second  

f. 6 sets delay to 2 seconds  

3.  If a valid value was entered, the red power light on the remote will flash twice indicating success.  

4.  If the value entered is not recognized, the red power light on the remote will blink rapidly, in this case repeat 
the programming procedure.  

Channel Tuning Mode (2 or 3 digits, +100 key, OK, or Enter) 

Important When you press one of the red, green, or blue BOCS buttons, the remote sends two or more IR digits to 
the local TV to tune it to the channel for the red, green, or blue device. Some TVs require different digit sequences to 
tune correctly, especially for channels above 99. Use this function to set the method your TV requires. The best way 
to determine that is to use the remote that came with the TV and determine what button presses are required to get 
to the channels where Red, Green, and Blue are located. You need to determine if you need to push 2 or three digits 
and if pressing OK or enter afterwards is required or speeds up the channel change.  

1. Press and hold "MENU" & "5" for at least 2 seconds. The power LED will light.  

2. Press "1" or "2" to select the tuning mode:   

a. 1 = send two digits for channel 99 or lower; send "+100" followed by two digits for channel 100 and 
above. This is the default.   

b. 2 = always send three digits.   

c. 3 = Same as 1 but adds enter afterward (The # button)  

d. 4 = Same as 2 but adds enter afterward (The # button)  

e. 5 = Same as 1 but adds OK afterward  

f. 6 = Same as 2 but adds OK afterward  

3. Press Select/OK to confirm.   

4. If successful, the power LED will pulse twice and turn off. If error, the power LED will pulse rapidly for a 
second, then turn off.  



Advanced If your TV needs some other button than either enter or OK to properly tune, just learn than button into the 
enter key and then choose option 3 or 4 above.  

Adjust the Video quality of BOCS channels  

Important The BOCS can be adjusted to output different levels of video to the home, this provides the ability to make 
Cable-TV channels and BOCS channels look the same.   

1. Set up the desired television to view the CATV signal, and make a note of its signal quality.  

2. Switch the television to view a BOCS channel.   

3. Press and hold the "Menu" and "1" for at least 2 seconds.   

4. The power LED will turn on.   

5. While observing the BOCS signal on the television, press the up arrow or down arrow as appropriate to 
optimize the signal.   

6. When you have found the best gain setting, press Select/OK to confirm. To exit without changing the gain, 
press any other button, or just wait 10 seconds for the function to time out.  

Note: when either the maximum or minimum range of the attenuator is reached, the power LED will flash rapidly for 
one second, then revert to full on. The full range of the attenuator can be spanned in about 8 seconds.   

Note: that sometimes the problem is a BOCS channel that has “too much signal,” so if the picture does not look 
good, also try turning the level down. You should find a level that makes BOCS channels look good on all your TVs.  

Show the IR codes programmed into the remote and BOCS   

This function outputs an indication of the IR codes currently set for all the local IR devices and the devices attached 
to the BOCS red, green, and blue channels, by flashing the corresponding LEDs on the remote. Once you get your 
system up and running well, it is a good idea to record all the codes you are using in case you ever need to 
reprogram the system.  

The device types are displayed using the following code:   

• Each device type is flashed as five digits.   

• Digits 1 through 9 are indicated by one through nine LED flashes, respectively. For each flash the LED is on 
for ½ second and off for ½ second.   

• Digit 0 is indicated by a rapidly flashing LED for 1 second.   

• The LED is off for two seconds between digits.   

Procedure:  

• Press and hold "MENU" and "2" on the remote for at least 2 seconds.   

• The power LED will turn on.   

• Press Select/OK to confirm.   

• The red LED will flash the device type for the red channel device.   

• The green LED will flash the device type for the green channel device.   

• The blue LED will flash the device type for the blue channel device.   

• The Local TV LED will flash the device type for the local TV device.   

• The AUX LED will flash the device type for the local AUX device.   

• The DVD LED will flash the device type for the local DVD device.   



• The CBL LED will flash the device type for the local CBL device.   

• The power LED will turn off.   

Adjust BOCS to use Over-The-Air frequencies instead of Cable TV frequencies  

There are three basic systems used for video in the US – Cable TV, Analog Over the Air and Digital over the air.  

Cable TV uses a specific set of frequencies that maximize the number of TV signals that can be sent over a COAX 
cable – so, with a few exceptions, Channel 2 starts at 55.25Mhz and usually goes up to channel 125 at 799.25Mhz. 
In most cities, the cable companies still broadcast normal analog NTSC signals from channel 2 through about 
channel 64, but above that, they are beginning to fill all the rest of the channels with digital signals. With digital 
broadcast techniques, cable companies can squeeze in many more channels into the same frequency band, but 
every TV needs a cable box to receive those digital channels. If your TV tunes from 2 through channel 125, it is 
probably set up to receive Cable TV channels (note that this is a setting in almost all TVs and the user can select 
from standard cable, Air, and sometimes other receiving options)  

Analog “Over-The-Air” [OTA] is the original broadcast method in the USA and is split into two distinct bands: 
channels 2-13 in the VHF band range from 54216 MHz, channels 14-83 range from 470-884 MHz. If you use an 
antenna to watch TV, you are likely using these frequencies. Note that Channel 14 OTA is NOT the same as channel 
14 Cable TV – although there is some overlap, you need to decide up front which type of tuning you want your TV to 
do.  

Digital Over-the-Air is available primarily in the larger cities today but will completely take over as the only Over 
the Air standard for the USA early in 2009. You must have a TV with a digital tuner or you must purchase a converter 
box to be able to receive these channels.  

BOCS is able to transmit the Red, Green, and Blue channels on either CABLE TV or Analog OTA frequencies.  

By default, BOCS is setup to broadcast Red on CABLE-TV channel 14, Green on CABLE-TV channel 98, and Blue 
on CABLE-TV channel 96. The SuperCombiner also has a filter that removes these channels from the normal Cable 
TV channel lineup.   

If you choose to use channels other than CABLE-TV 14, 98, 96 you will need to purchase the Supercombiner 
WITHOUT the filter AND setup BOCS to the new channels you have chosen.  

Your Choices are as follows:  

1. Default Channel set – Red=CATV14, Green=CATV98, Blue=CATV96  

2. Custom CATV channels:  

a. You can only use channels over CATV channel 70  

b. You must use channels that are spaced at least 2 channels apart (for example channels Red=70, 
Green=72, Blue=74 is acceptable but Red=70, Green=71, Blue=72 is not)  

c. You will need to test appropriate channels to be sure that the location you choose to put your custom 
channels does not interfere with other channels you want to watch in your home – since digital 
channels are typically broadcast over CATV channel 64, you could cause a digital channel to stop 
working depending on where you place your custom BOCS channel.  

3. Custom Over-The-Air channels:  

a. You can only use OTA channels over channel 14  

b. You must use channels that are spaced at least 2 channels apart  

Note that with option 2 or 3 above, you might need to purchase and install a filter that removes channels and noise 
from the location of your custom channels. These barrel filters are readily available online to filter out one or a group 
of channels and would be installed on the RF-In input of Supercombiner.  



Adjust BOCS to broadcast on Custom Frequencies  

To Set BOCS to broadcast on the default frequencies: Red=CATV14, Green=CATV98, Blue=CATV96: 

• Press and hold Red and CH+ for at least 2 seconds  

• The power LED will turn on.  

• Press Select/OK to confirm.  

To switch between CABLE-TV and OTA modes  

• Press and hold Menu and “6” for at least 2 seconds  

• The Power LED will turn on.  

• Press a number to choose the mode:  

a. Press “1” to set OTA mode  

b. Press “2” to set CATV mode  

• Press Select/OK to confirm and save  

To set BOCS to broadcast on Custom Channels  

• Press and hold Red and CH- for at least 2 seconds  

• The Power LED will turn on.  

• Enter the three channels (three digits each) using the number pad and press Select/OK to confirm.  

a. For example – to use Channels 70, 72, 74 enter 070072074, to use channels 120, 122, 124 enter 
120122124  

b. Note that valid CATV channels are 70-125 and valid OTA channels are 14-83  

A fast flash on the power light when changing modes or entering custom channels indicates you have entered an 
invalid or not-allowed channel – note that allowed CATV frequencies are 70-125 and OTA frequencies are 14-83. 
You CANNOT use CATV 14, 96, or 98 except in the BOCS default mode.  

 



6. Using the Remotes 

Controlling the TV  
Press the Local TV button, the remote will now control the TV. The remote automatically tunes the TV in front of you 
to your favorite TV channel.  

To set your favorite TV channel:  

• Press "Local TV" (to control the TV in front of you).   

• Enter a two digit channel number (which the remote will send to the TV as usual, tuning it to your favorite 
channel).   

• Press "Local TV". The remote will remember the favorite channel and will tune the TV to that channel 
anytime you press "Local TV".   

 
Controlling the Red Channel  
Press the Red button, the remote will now control the device connected to the Red channel of the BOCS Media Hub 
and command the TV in front of you to change to the channel that Red is on – Red might be on any channel that you 
or your installer set – so make sure you keep the remote pointed at the TV until it gets to the new channel. 

 Controlling the Green Channel  

Press the Green button, the remote will now control the device connected to the Green channel of the BOCS.  

Controlling the Blue Channel  
Press the Blue button, the remote will now control the device connected to the Blue channel of the BOCS.  

Note:  When controlling one of the Red/Green/Blue channels, the Vol+/- and Mute buttons still control the TV.  

Using the Power button  
Normally, the Power button always controls the TV.  However the power on a device connected to the Red, Green, 
or Blue channel of the BOCS can be controlled by following this procedure:  

• Press the Red, Green, or Blue button corresponding to the device you want to power on or off.  

• Within 10 seconds after pressing the Red, Green, or Blue button, press the Power button.  

Controlling the Local Devices  
If you want to use the remote to control one of the other devices in front of you, press "CBL", "AUX", or "DVD". Once 
you press one of these buttons, the remote will continue to control the device you selected until you press Local TV, 
Red, Green, or Blue again.  

Page Up/Dn mode  
Note that some devices, Cable TV boxes in particular, need Page up and Page down to navigate while in the guide. 
If you need Page Up/Dn then simply press Shift and the remote will substitute Page Up and Page Down for Channel 
Up/Channel down as long as you are in the guide. Think of this as a “shift-lock” for the Page up/Dn function – remote 
exits this mode when buttons other than ch+/- or arrow keys are pressed.  

Buttons will illuminate  



When you press a button, one of the following buttons on the remote will light up briefly, indicating which device the 
remote is transmitting the button press to:   

• Red (button sent to the red channel device)   

• Green (button sent to the green channel device)   

• Blue (button sent to the blue channel device)   

• Local TV (button sent to the TV in front of you)   

• DVD (button sent to the DVD device in front of you)  

• CBL (button sent to the CBL device in front of you)   

• AUX (button sent to the AUX device in front of you)  

 
 



7. Installation in an Antenna Environment  

What about the whole digital transition in Feb 2009?  
Until February 2009, you can still receive standard analog TV broadcasts through a TV antenna on your roof or in 
your attic. After February 2009, you will still be able to receive over-the-air broadcasts, but they will be in digital 
format and you will need a decoder device to translate those signals to something your analog TV can understand. 
Newer TVs have digital tuners built in and do not require the decoder device. In either case, BOCS can be set to work 
seamlessly with your over-the-air system.  

All you have to do it set up BOCS exactly the same way as with a Cable-TV installation, but then change the 
channels and the broadcast type to Over-The-Air.  

First, determine what Over-The-Air [OTA] channels you receive – You will need to find a space 6 channels wide 
where there is no TV station to put the BOCS channels. The easiest installation is if there is room between the 
highest channel you receive and the highest channel your TV will tune to (usually 69 or 86) to put the BOCS 
channels. In most cases, you will need to insert a filter between your antenna and the Supercombiner even if you find 
an open area (6 channels wide) where the BOCS channels can be located since there is a lot of RF noise that an 
antenna picks up – and that noise can interfere with your new channels. 

There are two filter options:   

• If you can fit the BOCS channels above your currently received channels, you can purchase a low pass filter 
commonly available in 250 MHz and 750 MHz varieties.  This chart provides options for you to purchase 
from www.partsexpress.com. 

Filter Part Number  Allows TV stations  BOCS can be put on 
these channels  

180-776  2-13  20-83  
180-150  2-16  20-83  
180-152  2-30  35-83  
180-780  2-34  40-83  
180-154  2-59  62-83  

• If you want to put BOCS channels in between broadcast TV channels, you will need to install a notch filter – 
a good example from the same supplier is 180-773 which removes UHF channels 14-19 (BOCS channels 
would then be 14, 16, 18) Other notch filters can be ordered from partsexpress.com, eagle comtronics, and 
many other online sources. 

To change the BOCS channels and switch to OTA mode, see the last section of Chapter 4 – Adjusting BOCS to use 
Over-The-Air frequencies instead of CATV frequencies. Everything is adjusted from the remote control.  

If you are using a digital decoder device (for receiving digital TV broadcasts), installation procedure is the same. 
However, we recommend making the decoder device an input to BOCS (for instance on the Red channel) so that 
you can enjoy digital TV from every room in the home. 

http://www.partsexpress.com/�
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